
premium wheel weights

Unique in  the World

Plombco has developed the first-ever steel core wheel weight encased in a plastic shell. The valuable research and deve-
lopment of this patented product have made of this invention the Plombco’s premium product. No other manufacturer in the 
world offers Plasteel®.

How to ascertain the true quality of a product? You make sure it meets car manufacturer’s standards. Plasteel® has passed 
all OEM specific laboratory tests, and meets the car manufacturers quality standards. Tests ranging from rim retention to 
chemical resistance, the patented Plasteel® product line meets all of the requirements.

meets oem standards

The plastic shell acts as a buffer between the hard steel core and 
the softer aluminum wheel. This allows Plasteel® weights to go on, 
and come off, the wheel with no damage. The plastic shell also acts 
as a vibration dampener allowing for easy application.

Scratchless &  easy application 

steel core

plastic  shell

Distinguish
yourself!

Small Parts.
Big Innovation.



Exceptional corrosion resistance

Plasteel® has exceptional corrosion resistance. Underneath the rugged plastic shell, both the steel core and the clip have 
an OEM recommended coating for a protection that surpasses the most stringent industry standards.

Best lead-free alternative

"As malleable as lead" is a comment we often hear from Plasteel® users. The plastic shell is much softer than steel, zinc or 
lead.  The malleable plastic is what makes Plasteel® fit properly on a wide range of wheel sizes.

Best recyclability

Plasteel® is made of steel and plastic. The steel recycling process involves grinding 
the products, which will detach plastic from steel. The result is that both materials are 
recycled, without causing any damage to the environment.

Precise f it  &  looks good 

Plasteel® has a tight and precise fit against the wheel. There is no gap between the rim and the weight body which gives 
Plasteel® the look of a traditional lead weight.

With Plasteel® there are no clip-only weights. Our ¼ ounce are 
easy to hold while installing, and removal is a snap. They will 
save you time and money.

¼ ounce with real body
Real 
wheel weight

1-800-611-7074

Clip  only


